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Hello! 
 
During the process of making this pattern, I came across a few errors in the english version. I 
have compiled the list here in hopes of helping you create this GORGEOUS bag more easily.  
 

Original Pattern HERE 

Base: 
 

● In the first round, the written pattern tells you to do 7 dc in the last chain before working 
down the opposite side of the foundation chain, however the graph shows only 6. In this 
case, follow the graph and do 6.  

● In the first round, the written pattern tells you to do 4 dc in the last chain(with the 
beginning ch 3 +2 dc), however the graph shows only 3 dc. In this case, follow the graph 
and do 3.  

● The first round should have 152 stitches(including the starting chain 3).  
● The second round should have 164 stitches(including the starting chain 3). 
● The third round should have 176 stitches(including the starting chain 3). 

 

Bag: 
 

● When joining the round, make sure to work into 2 of the loops(leaving the back bar) of 
the chain stitch, this will give you a cleaner seam.  

● PAY ATTENTION, if you miss a chain in row 1 of the repeat, you won't really notice til 
row 3, and trust me when I say it hurts to frog.  

 

https://www.lovecrafts.com/en-us/p/crochet-bag-in-schachenmayr-catania-s9019-downloadable-pdf
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Handle: 
 

● The handle is definitely the most confusing part when it comes to lack of direction in both 
written and the pattern. To make the handle better line up, join the chain 3 at stitch 59, 
not 60.  

 
 
While the pattern tells you to do the repeat x14, what it does not explain, in conjunction with the 
graph, is that the repeat is not just in the area provided in the graph. I have added purple lines 
to help show you. So you would actually follow the graph up until the black line for the repeat, 
then do the repeat x9, and then continue on with the graph after the second black line. This will 
give you the 58 stitches(not including the chain 3 at beginning) the written pattern says you 
should end up with.  
 
After the first 8 rows are repeated, it is hard to follow the graph exactly. What I can say is to 
repeat the first stitches in each round til you reach the first repeat, then repeat  those 4 stitches 
until you can not fully complete the repeat and instead do the last stitches of the row.  
 
So for example for row 9, Chain 3, do the repeat x12, then do the last 2 stitches shown on the 
graph for row 1. You will have 50 stitches(not including the chain 3) 
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Finishing: 
 

● I personally did the picot repeat so that I had 2 sc in the side of a row made of dc, and 1 
sc in the side of a row made of a sc. 

 
 

I really hope this helps you create this bag with ease!  
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